
The material that follows contains the reports and notes filed during the week-long 
investigation into the Bennington Typewriter Company, the machines produced, and the man 
that designed them. It comprises the corrected and expanded versions of notes made on my blog 
as the investigation turned up clues. Together, these updated reports present the sources used in 
the investigation with my notes and musings on each.

This is basically a journey from the point of knowing nothing at all about the Bennington to
finding out quite a lot. Enough to build a reasonably detailed time line, present evidence 
suggesting that at least one prototype was built of each of three designs, and that at least one of 
them was in private hands as late as 1956.  I also make a pretty reasonable assertion that 
Bennington mainly used his machines as a prop to fleece investors in several states. I don't believe 
that Bennington ever intended to manufacture his design.

This isn't to say that Bennington did not have an innovative and interesting machine. Quite
the contrary – there are a number of innovative concepts pioneered in Bennington's design and 
never seen again. The fact that it is a 5-row syllabic typewriter, with 20 keys that print whole 
words isn't unique, and Bennington wasn't the first to try it, but it was a big selling point for the 
design. The really unique features were the slot-machine style carriage return and the keyboard 
keys for advancing and reversing line spacing. It is a rather attractive machine in all its 
incarnations, and a breathtakingly rare trophy for the Typewriter Hunter interested in very exotic
game.

We begin our journey on August 3, 2016. I had just put some polishing touches on the Fox 
serial number page, and was curious what the heck a “Bennington Typewriter” was. I was curious 
because of its association with the demise of Fox...

Aug 3, 2016

Crank up the Mystery Machine for another TWDB Update – 
Bennington and Xcel!
Hey kids, want to solve a mystery with me? :D

Cue soundtrack (scooby doo)

Here’s the mystery:

http://munk.org/typecast/2016/08/03/crank-up-the-mystery-machine-for-another-twdb-update-bennington-and-xcel/
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On yesterday’s Fox page update, we see a note on the failed attempt by William H. Bennington of 
Bennington Typewriter to take over the ailing Fox Typewriter concern in 1922. Well, there’s a 
thread that needs to be tugged at. I’ve never heard of a Bennington typewriter, have you?

Well, neither has the TWDB, and that needs some fixin’.

Cue soundtrack (mission impossible)

First order of business, to the Google.
https://www.google.com/search?q=bennington+typewriter

Hmmn, not much there. TWDB ranks #1, but with zero content. I guess my SEO programming 
chops are pretty good, but that’s hardly a service to the inquiring user. Now the mystery has a 
victim – the “inquiring user”, of which there are perhaps 0, considering the obscurity of the brand.

However, we see our friends AntiKeyChop and Robert Messenger have mentioned the Bennington 
Typewriter:
http://oztypewriter.blogspot.com/2013/02/the-xcel-syllabictypewriter.html
Robert Messenger brings clarity to Wesley H. Bennington and his reasons for attempting to absorb 
the Fox concern, which were his desire to produce a new “Xcel Word Typewriter”, along with 
continuing to produce the then-current stable of Foxes.

Allrighty, so we have something on Bennington’s plans to produce the Xcel in 1922. Let’s file that 
into evidence.

http://www.antikeychop.com/#!unfound/vmuzl
Now, Greg Fudacz’s page simply notes machines that haven’t been found, including a ca. 1904 
“Bennington Word Typewriter” that looks remarkably different than the Xcel, as might be 
expected from the time difference. So Bennington’s been working on the “Word Typewriter” idea 
for quite a while. Apparently, not with an appreciable level of success. It doesn’t help that Greg 
mentions the inventor as “Weseley H. Bennington”, meaning that when it comes time to dig into 
the Tertiary Sources, we can expect to find disagreement in details about that first name. When it 
comes time to look in the patents, that’ll get straightened out. Maybe.

But first, the Google, ever so helpful these days in typewriter mystery research, tells us that the 
1907 Typewriter Topics that it has scanned into Google Books has something to say about 
Bennington:

Business Equipment Topics
https://books.google.com/books?id=EHdQAAAAYAAJ
Ernest Merton Best – 1907 – Business
Plans for a building 250×600 feet have been adopted by the Bennington Typewriter Company, of Columbus, 
Ohio. It is supposed to cost $300,000, and will be…

Oh, excellent, so we’ll have some coverage from Typewriter Topics in 1907, and most likely also in 
1922 – and if Bennington was an active concern in-between, then the scans from 1915, 1918 and 
1919 should also be informative. We will have direct, contemporary industry reporting as the 
events happened. We will have delicious detail…

Next step is to hit the TWDB Patentbase for the patents.
http://typewriterdatabase.com/patentbase.php

We use the Patentbase first because it has only typewriter related patents in it, so it easier and 
faster to weed out the chaff. We fine-tune our search in Google Patents, because they got 
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everything, if imperfectly OCR’d.

Well, there it is, assigned to one “Bennington, Wesley H.”
https://www.google.com/patents/US762272
Publication number    US762272 A
Publication type    Grant
Publication date    Jun 14, 1904
Filing date    Oct 22, 1901
Priority date    Oct 22, 1901
Inventors    Wesley H Bennington
Original Assignee    Wesley H Bennington

Ok, let’s take a look at the name; it just says “W.H. Bennington”, so no help there. looking for other
patents in that name I see a phonograph cabinet patent:
https://www.google.com/patents/US1327977
“W.H. Bennington” at the top, but “Inventor: Wesley H. Bennington” at the bottom. I can find no 
patents at all for “William H. Bennington” or patents matching “Bennington typewriter” other 
than patents filed by people in the city or county of Bennington.

We’ll file US762272 into evidence as the proper patent (looks like the 1904 machine, and might be 
what Bennington was trying to build in 1903) and “Wesley H. Bennington” as the inventor 
(probably).

Now it’s time to hit the Books. What do the “Big Six” Tertiary Sources say?

Source #1: Century of the Typewriter, Wilfred A. Beeching, publ. by the British Typewriter 
Museum, 1974, 1990
Nada. nothing. zip. No surprise there.

Source #5: Darryl Rehr, Antique typewriters, by Schroeder publishing, Los Angeles, 1997
Nothing in the book itself until the Annotated Index, where Bennington does indeed have a small 
annotation. We’ll file this into evidence.

Source #16: American Typewriters – A Collector’s Encyclopedia by Paul Lippman, 1992, 
Hoboken
Nada. nothing. zip. Surprising, usually Lippman is pretty Johnny on the spot.

Source #27: “Antique Typewriters from Creed to QWERTY” Michael H. Adler
A small blurb. We’ll file it into evidence.

https://www.google.com/patents/US1327977
https://www.google.com/patents/US762272


Source #61: “Mechanical Typewriters – Their History, Value, and Legacy” by Thomas A. 
Russo
Nada. nothing. zip. Also surprising. Must be a pretty obscure brand.

Source #65: “Collector’s Guide to Antique Typewriters” Dan Post, Post-Era Books, 1981
Well, here’s the probable source for the other references. This is a reprint (the nicest one IMHO) of
the famous 1923 Typewriter Topics compendium edition, which has been reprinted under 
different titles over the years. This blurb gives us some more detail, and gives us some expectation 
what we might find in the more comprehensive contemporary reports. Let’s file this into evidence 
too.



Considering the time period we’re examining, we should take a look at the other early sources that
cover that time period. It’s here that we’re likeliest to get a hit, if a hit is to be found.

Source #78: “The History of the Typewriter” by Geo. Charles Mares (Gilbert Pitman, London, 
1909)
Bingo! In 1909, Mares has a dismal opinion of this apparent vaporware product.



Secondary Sources, then. Let’s hope for a serial number age list.

Source #31: The Business Machines and Equipment Digest, publ. 1927 by Equipment-
Research Corporation
Nada. nothing. zip.

Source #59: American Digest of Business Machines, 1924
Nada. nothing. zip.

Source #24: H.F.W. Schramm, Liste der Herstellungsdaten deutscher und ausländischer 
Schreibmaschinen, 11th edition, 1962
A small hit. just tells us 1903.

aaand, I think that’s it for the books. I can’t think of any other sources offhand that are remotely 
likely to have mention of something this obscure.

And now, on to the Primary Sources, the reports on the ground. In this case, Typewriter Topics 
and American Stationer, every compilation I have, and don’t I love the fact that these are very well
OCR’d by The Google. Than you, O Wise and Powerful Google Books!

The first mention of Bennington I find is in American Stationer in February, 1906:
Source #95:  “The American Stationer” 1906



In it, an “A. H. Bennington”(sic), president of Bennington Typewriter Co., is sniffing around 
Columbus, Ohio looking for a site for a factory and drumming up capital.

Second mention is in American Stationer in May, 1907:
Source #96: “The American Stationer” 1907

It’s just a tiny blurb, mentioning that a “George Watkin” was now in Middleton, Ohio looking for a 
site to erect a factory to manufacture the Bennington.

Then there’s also a mention in the May Typewriter Topics of 1907:
Source #83: “Typewriter Topics: Vol. 6-7 1907” by The International Office Equipment 
Magazine

This blurb mentions that building plans have been adopted for a specific size factory at a specific 
cost in Columbus.



By August of 1907, another mention of change of plans, this time the factory will be located in 
Columbus.

… and then that’s it until 1922. Not a peep about Bennington in any other year.

March of 1922 Typewriter Topics informs us of the plan for Bennington to take over Fox. At this 
point, Bennington’s name is reported as “William H. Bennington”. Later in the same month, the 
announcement is made of a charter being granted to the Xcel Typewriter Co., with a stock 
valuation of $3,300,000. At this point, Fox is still worth about $300,000 and will soon be worth 
$45,000.

Source #82: “Typewriter Topics: Vol. 50-52 1922” by The International Office Equipment 
Magazine







 

And then the next month in April of 1922, we are presented with the motherlode. I encourage you 
to read this whole article, the Xcel sounds like a marvelous and extremely unique machine. It has a
return lever mounted *inside the keyboard*, It’s a FIVE bank, with a smiley row of word keys. It 
has keys for advancing and reversing the linefeed. It even looks awesome! 

The article ends with some fluff about Bennington’s “stick-toitiveness” (no kidding!) and mentions
specifically that an example of the machine is on display at the company’s Ligget Building offices 
at 41 East 42nd Street, New York City. It really sounds like it’s something that got made in some 
quantity, because it doesn’t look much like a rough prototype. Also, Bennington’s name is now 
“Wesley Henry Bennington”. Is this a case of brothers working together? Did William Bennington 
change his name to “Wesley” sometime between March and April 1922? What the heck is going on 
here?









Was it really made in any quantity? the 1904-1907 version, probably not. It doesn’t seem like 
Bennington was able to actually get his factory built on his first try. Was there a prototype made? 
maybe. There’s a lithograph of one in Mares 1909, but who knows where he got it. It looks like a 
real machine, so just maybe it was from a contemporary ad.

The 1922 attempt apparently yielded at least one and maybe more of the Xcel. If so, I’d place the 
Excel pretty near the top of theoretical collector’s want lists. It’ll be a hella rare and super 
fascinating mechanical and historical example. (:

Anyway, it seems like I have enough to whip up a page finally for the Bennington/Xcel, so let’s 
solve the mystery and earn that Scooby Snack!

Aug 6, 2016

The Bennington/Xcel Mystery Deepens – a 
third Bennington and hints of a long con…
Sometimes you whack the pinata and all kinds of tasty stuff comes out. Such is the case of the “was
it ever even built?” Bennington and Xcel, where we left off a couple of days ago smugly munching 
our Scooby Snacks — when Agent Polt dashes by and tosses a letter on Bennington letterhead, 
from the Bennington office itself into our laps. Date: May 15, 1903. Subject: Your Investment.

As I read the letter, I experienced that moment in the mystery novel about 4/5ths the way 
through, where the detective suddenly realizes the deeper plot that he’s missed all along, the one 
bit of evidence he’s missed that makes the whole thing clear.

Because now, I see a pattern: The Bennington and Xcel machines *do not* fail in the marketplace, 
because they never made it to the marketplace. It’s not a failure of the idea, because Bennington’s 
design and innovations are sound. It’s not a failure to demonstrate the machines can be made 
because it seems clear that at least one working, polished unit of each of 3 designs was made. It 
wasn’t a failure of attracting capital, because Bennington seems to have been able to attract 
investors – once to the tune of $3.3 million in valuation.

The failure, 3 times in a row, was Bennington’s “inability” to obtain a manufacturing site and 
actually produce the machines for market, despite being well-financed and having a few years 
each time to look. Bennington was a serial con man.

Sure, it could have just been tough to find a factory location in Dayton, Ohio in 1903-05, but 
Bennington was sure sopping up the investors money being choosy about it. We don’t know how 
much his investors put in during this time period, but we do know that the Bennington Co. is 
bankrupt by December of 1905.

Doesn’t stop old Wesley Bennington, though (alias “William” at times). by February of 1906 he’s 
scouting locations again, and by 1907 he’s got plans drawn up for a factory and a brand new 
prototype to show investors. We don’t know how much investors put in this time either, but by 
1908-09 Geo. Mares expresses his incredulity at the patience of Bennington’s investors in his 1909 
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“The History of the Typewriter”. The company appeared to still be going at that time.

Between 1908 and 1922 there’s a big gap. Did Bennington go bankrupt again around 1909-1910 
after spending fruitless years looking for a place to build a factory? We don’t know. I do know that 
the Typewriter Topics compendiums from 1915, 1917, 1818, 1919 and 1920 are silent about 
Bennington’s schemes. He appears to have dropped off the radar for a decade. Prison term for 
fraud, maybe? I’d love to dig up the Typewriter Topics issues from 1908-1914, because I’m certain 
there’d be delicious detail there.

Then suddenly in 1922, Bennington appears again with a brand new prototype, this time a 
frontstrike of modern appearance rather than an old-style downstrike. He forms a new company 
valued at $3.3 million and attempts the angel takeover of Fox Typewriter. Despite having roughly 
seven times as much cash as he’d need to buy Fox, he fails. The deal falls through. Presumably it’s 
because a shyster patent troll filed an infringing patent for a syllabic typewriter the same month, 
but I’ve looked at the patents and it seems to me that Bennington’s 1904 patent would have held 
up in court (the shyster’s patent looks nothing like Bennington’s machine), and Bennington had 
the cash to fight if he wanted to.

What happened after the Fox deal falls through, again we don’t know. My coverage of Typewriter 
Topics stops with December 1922, and no other source seems to know. Another bankruptcy 
sometime in 1924-25? In the months after the Fox deal fell through, the Xcel executives are still 
painting a rosy picture of the health of the Xcel Typewriter Co., and nothing seems to indicate 
they gave up trying to find or build a factory after the Fox deal collapsed. Did the pattern repeat? 
Did Bennington live large on investor money and then vanish again with his pockets lined? We just
don’t know.

But I sure wouldn’t invest in a Bennington enterprise, that’s for sure.

Anyway, Bennington/Xcel page is updated at the TWDB.

Aug 8, 2016

Molle Updated some more, and the 
Bennington Plot Thickens…
...AND THEN THERE IS that sly bugger Wesley H. Bennington. Slippery as an eel, cursed with a 
Black Hand – everything he touches dies. Tyler, in this blast of Bennington ads, notably discovers 
that Bennington advertisement never seems to be about selling typewriters – it’s all about 
soliciting investment to build a factory. Well, we knew that part of the story, but there was more. 
The surprise was This tiny notice he uncovered stating that Bennington Typewriter has 
incorporated in Arizona to manufacture his machine. The date? December, 1920:

Hmmn… He had a new machine to entice investors in Arizona with in 1920/1921? If he did, he had 
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run his course and decamped the Desert State by March of 1922 and re-incorporates as the Xcel 
Typewriter Co. in New York – about as far away as you can get, assuming the sheriff’s posse was on
his tail and he wanted some space. This is around the time that the “William” alias seems to pop 
up a lot in reports. With him, he has a brand new machine, the “Xcel” to show off, but maybe it’s 
just a relabeled Bennington #3, built in Arizona? Anyway, by 1922 it was being shown off in the New 
York offices of the Xcel Company.

Intrigued by Bennington’s sudden connection to my home state, I did a little more digging and 
found as many as two more incorporations in Arizona for Bennington, this time, in the Arizona 
Territory in 1905 and 1907.  In June of 1907, the Bennington Typewriter Co. of Arizona is raising 
investment and searching for a factory location in Cleveland. This nicely dovetails with a report 
we already had of Bennington searching for an Ohio factory location and settling on Cleveland in 
August of 1907. Thus we now know that the Bennington #2 that was being used to attract 
investment may not be in Ohio after all, while an Ohio judge probably ordered the bankruptcy, the 
assets and auction just may have been here in AZ back in the Territorial days.

So far nothing else has turned up, but this sudden trek to Arizona sheds a little light on 
Bennington’s activities in that 1905/06 period of time that was previously blank, and some 
interesting light on the 1920-1921 period as well. Still dark is 1910-1919. Nine years where still 
more Bennington attempts and prototypes might be lurking.. Stay tuned!

Aug 9, 2016

W. H. Bennington: Gambler, Scoundrelly 
Politician, Horse Lover, Boodler, Spy, Shotgun
Slayer of Felines, Mental Scientist and 
Typewriter Designer.

“And Satan Appeared in Kansas City…”

A collection of news clippings from 1891-1908 tracing the activities of one Wesley (AKA: William) 
H. Bennington in the years up to his first *five-ish* typewriter companies.
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   For the first 3 years of his active political life, Bennington appears to have been a well-liked and 
active member of his city’s “People’s Party” movement, taking on posts of responsibility and 
organizing meetings. It’s only in 1894 that the tone starts to sour…



Bennington enters the race for office on his party’s ticket, running for a judicial spot. The 
announcement is ominously titled “And Satan Appeared in Kansas City…”

Then, almost immediately, he starts wagering about the outcome of the race, oddly betting on the 
Republicans to win:



He wagers his typewriter against a bike owned by a newspaper publisher, but the bet isn’t taken. 
Then the real oddities begin:



Apparently the Republicans win, and Bennington has managed to find a sucker to take his wager:



A year later, he trades some land for some horses:

More political shenanigans arise in 1896 as Bennington releases a letter throwing shadow on 
another politician:



A month after this, he’s stirring up trouble out of town:

Something is fishy, and his party knows it. On October 29, the hammer comes down:





 A “Boodler” is defined in Mirriam-Webster as “a political grafter”. Bennington appears to drop 
out of sight for a couple of years,  and buys a house lot in Topeka:

Soon he’s back in politics – not a guy who gives up easily:



Apparently the populist is now throwing his weight behind the Fusion party, the party he was 
accused of spying for two years before:



Politics is not to be his fate, though. A shotgun and some hungry cats see to this:

How’s that for an argument against being your own lawyer?





 Later in 1901, he’s decided to make a wash of things, and becomes an officer of the National 
Mental Science movement, and prepares to pull up stakes for Missouri:

Once he’s settled in Kansas City, he starts his first typewriter Company, but it isn’t the 
“Bennington Typewriter Co.”, not just yet. 

First, he starts the “New Era Typewriter Co.” So, there’s a possibility of yet another Bennington 
machine, but I rather think that first machine ended up being the Model 1 of 1903.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/New_Thought
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/New_Thought




“Bennington Typewriter Co.” first appears in Minnesota, just barely months later.

In 1903, The Bennington Typewriter Co is incorporated in Missouri and drumming up investment:







See http://etconline.org/backissues/ETC082.pdf?page=7

These ads, found by Tyler Anderson, show that Bennington was not about selling typewriters as 
much as he was about getting investors:

http://wordsarewinged.blogspot.com/2016/08/the-bennington-typewriter-advertisements.html
http://etconline.org/backissues/ETC082.pdf?page=7


In 1904, Bennington's patent is issued:







In August, Bennington’s concerns in Ohio are in trouble. Wait, Ohio? Does that make typewriter 
company #3 all going at once in different states, “raising capital to build a factory”?



And soon, Bennington incorporates yet again,   

this time in Arizona, so #4 in a row And then, less than a month later, 

he starts up in Indiana so #5 in a row.



Note that part about “one of the machines was exhibited in the arbitration room of the court house 
and many people called to see it.” There you have the second documented sighting of the actual 
Bennington No. 1. It really, really existed. There are *4* documented sightings of an actual 
machine.

Then it's back to Arizona:

We know much of the rest after this point, but a couple things we didn’t know (but I had guessed) 
were:

Bennington arrested for fraud in 1908. There’s that “William” alias again..



A Bennington “old-style” typewriter was sold used for $20 in Clearfield, PA. in 1956. They *are* 
floating around out there! (thanks for finding this, Mark!)

Business Equipment Topics V. 12-13 (1909):



Business Equipment Topics V. 18-19 (Dec 1911):

The American Digest of Business Machines (1924):
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